COAL INDIA LIMITED
IIARKETING DIYISION
NOTICE

No. CIL/M&S/Linkage Auction

/5GA

Date: 12.10.2018

Subject: Modalities for participation of Co-gen CPPs
During Tranche-l of Linkage Auction for 'CPP sub-sector', it was clarified vide addendum no. I to
the Scheme Document that CPPs operating on co-generation mode can either participate under'CPP
sub-sector' or under 'Others sub-sector'.
However, during the pre-bid meeting held on 27.08.2018 for Tranche IV of Linkage Auction, some
bidders raised the query that the above-mentioned addendum does not clariry the status of eligibility
of the Process plant that is integrated with such CPPs. The bidders also requested clarification on the
slatus of extant supply anangements to such co-gen CPPs that intend
requirement (CPP + Process) under'Others sub-sector'.

It

(i)

is th€refore

lo participate for their full

clarilied to all concerned that:

With respect to registration, bidders having Co-gen CPPs have either of the following two
options:

Option-l: Register

as single End Use Plant under the 'Others sub-sector' by combining the CPP

and Process requirements together (Self-assessed). This option shall not be available to such
bidders that have already secured any linkage under CPP sub-sector in any tranche of NRS
Linkage Auction. Such bidders can register as per Option-2 below.

Option-2: Register the Captive Power Plant under the 'CPP sub-sector' for the CPP requirement
(as per CEA norms) and register the Process Plant separately under 'Others sub-sector' for the
Process requirement (Self-assessed). The bidder shall ensure lhat the self-assessed Process
requirement should not include the CPP requirement calculated as per CEA norms. If it is found
at any stage that the bidder has included the CPP requirement in the self-assessed Process
Requirement, then the Linkage/FSA shall be cancelled/ terminated and the Bid Security/
Performance Security shall be forfeited.

(ii) ln case a bidder having

co-gen CPP intends to participate in'Others' sub-sector by combining its
CPP and Process requirements under single End Use Plant, then such bidder shall intimate to the
concerned coal company in writing its intention to participate under 'Others' sub-sector with a
copy to MSTC Limited and CIL. Post such intimation, the concemed coal company shall consider
such bidder under 'Others' sub-sector for the purpose of continuation of extant supply
affangements.
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Distribution (with request to gel this uploaded on respective websites)
l. CIW HoD (M&S), ECL/ BCCL/ CCLI NCL/ wCL/ SECL/ MCL
2. GM, NEC
3. GM (System), CIL
4. MSTC Limited, Kolkata
Copy, for kind information, to:

l. Director (Marketing), CIL, Kolkata
2. GM/ TS to Chairman, CIL
3. CIMFR, Dhanbad
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